The intention of this paper is to provide solutions to commutative relations relevant to calculations regarding the hydrogen atom (or similar monoelectronic systems). Though exact solutions exist to these systmes, the value to approximation methods stems from the ability to conveniently parse physical non-sense by comparison with these identities. A derivation accompanies each identity.
Identities
Since No partial derivatives are affecting x, thus:
x, y, z all commute, and, in general,
Apply a test function:
Term-by-term:
∂x∂y By Clairaut's Theorem, the order of differentiation is immaterial; thus:
Or:
The first and third terms cancel (after distributing the negation, and we are left with: We now know which terms commute, so collect the ones that do not:
And by similar argument, the middle terms will eventually vanish towards the end of the calculation, so we neglect them now: 
